Abstract
Introduction
Cardiac deformation imaging using high frame rate (HFR) ultrasound (US) images can give clinicians a new diagnostic tool for evaluating cardiac health.
The frame rate (FR) of conventional ultrasound is not adequate for appreciating the electromechanical coupling and other propagating mechanical and electrical events in the myocardium. In order to appreciate these events a temporal resolution of close to 2 ms would be necessary [1] . In the last decade propagating events have been noted in vivo using different US modalities such as Tissue Doppler Imaging (TDI) and B-mode [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . These studies all use velocity curves to describe the electromechanical coupling. However, velocity measurements do not discriminate between overall cardiac motion and local myocardial contraction. To appreciate local myocardial contraction clinical cardiac strain measurements is commonly used [11] . Conventional frame rate longitudinal strain is the most commonly used and has been implemented as an independent predictor for cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) responders [11] . Previously an algorithm for describing longitudinal strain using HFR-US images has been described [12] . For a more complete description of contraction it may be valuable to measure circumferential cardiac strain in HFR-US images as well. Some studies suggest that circumferential strain has better predictive value, while other studies suggested that circumferential strain has weaker predictive value than radial strain [13, 14] . We present a new method to help with the assessment of the the value of circumferential strain measurements. Here the HFR-US longitudinal strain algorithm described in [12] is extended to estimate strain curves to circumferential strain using the parasternal Short Axis (PSAX) view.
Methods

Data
HFR-US images were acquired using an experimental phased array US scanner, T5 developed at Duke University (T5). The T5 can acquire US images of the heart at 360 fps with a scan depth of 12 cm to 14 cm and a field of view (FOV) of 80
• using a 3.5 MHz transducer while showing live images on a monitor while acquiring. Subject data is acquired under the Institutional review board (IRB) approval with written informed consent from the patient by an independent recruiter. The subject was imaged on the T5 system at a acquisition rate of 360 fps in the PSAX view. A certified clinician turned the implanted biventric-ular (BiV) pacer off while another PSAX image was acquired.
Algorithm
The algorithm is designed to analyze HFR-US images and estimate strain curves by tracking motion. This is done by tracking small translations between frames using features and estimate strain curves along the myocardial wall contour. It is possible to estimate both longitudinal and circumferential strain using the algorithm, and it is described in 5 stages which are explained below.
Stage 1 Filtering: As US images contain a significant amount of information that does not relate to motion and make motion estimation difficult.. High frequency temporal noise was removed using a simple first order recursive filter to get a filtered image (Î(x, y, t)) by using Equation
Where α t is an integration constant taking a value between 0 and 1, I(x, y, t) is the US image in frame t and I(x, y, t − 1) is the filtered image of the previous frame t − 1. For this version α t = 0.5. To improve the extraction of features a spatial filter is also used. A Gaussian spatial filter is implemented using a 3 × 3 pixel window. Because US sampling varies with respect to depth in Cartesian coordinates and is not as constant as in spherical coordinates the filter is implemented in spherical coordinates.
Stage 2 Feature Detection and Extraction: When estimating motion one option is to only evaluate pixels in the images where there is a higher likelihood to estimate motion correctly. Feature Extraction is based on finding particular pixels (p(ρ, θ, t)), where ρ is the scan depth, θ is the azimuth angle and t is the frame, which are best suited for motion detection.
Feature Extraction is based on developing a suitable numeric description (Descriptor) in terms of a neighborhood of p(ρ, θ, t) to qualify the feature. There are multiple sophisticated descriptors available such as SURF, HOG or FREAK [15] [16] [17] . But, if the translations are small sophisticated descriptors are not necessary as long as the frame to frame translation has a maximum limit. In this algorithm the feature is defined by the largest pixel intensity within a 3 × 3 pixel neighborhood. The intensity of the particular pixel p(ρ, θ, t) is extracted and used as a descriptor.
Stage 3 Feature Tracking: After extracting features, the features are tracked by linking individual features between frames using the feature descriptor. As this can be considered an assignment problem the Hungarian algorithm is implemented to assign features to feature tracks [18] . The absolute intensity ratio between features in frame t and t−1 in decibel (dB) is used as the cost matrix. Furthermore if the intensity difference between features is above 6 dB or translation is above the maximum frame to frame translation (T × v max × 1.25 where T is temporal resolution (T = 1/FR) and v max is 240 mm/s which is the maximum velocity of a healthy myocardial wall as estimated by TDI) the cost of linking the two features will be set to infinity [19] .
Stage 4 Region Tracking: Out of plane motion and decorrelation of speckle that happens as a function of distance makes it improbable to track individual features through an entire cardiac cycle [20] . Instead the bulk displacement of feature tracks within a larger area are combined into a continuous track that describe the myocardial displacement (X n ). The initial points {X 1 (1), ..., X B (1)} and width of the myocardium is defined by manually marking the mid myocardium along the entire contour and the thickness region in the myocardium (L T ). An ellipsoid is fitted to the points and divided into arbitrary number of points (B) which are evenly divided with respect to angle where the right ventricular free wall is used as an anatomical reference. In order to estimate the bulk of displacement a weighted average is calculated for all feature tracks within a L T /2 radius of X n (t). First, a Gaussian weight (w G ) was calculated for each feature track, depending on the distance to X n as defined by Equation 2.
Where d (x j (t), X n (t − 1)) is the Euclidean distance between the feature (x j (t)) and X n (t − 1) and σ = √ L T . Second, the inverse directionality difference weight (w D ) of the feature tracks with respect to the bulk displacement of a 22 ms window (τ w ) as defined by Equation 3 . cardiac cycle drift compensation is calculated by multiplying a constant variable at all times t where X n (t ) have the opposite direction of the drift component.
Stage 5 Strain Estimation: Cardiac strain (ε(t)) is calculated to describe the contraction between two points independent of overall cardiac motion. ε(t) is the percentage change in distance with respect to an initial condition, which is defined by Equation 5 [21] .
Where L(t) is the Euclidean distance between multiple region tracks {X 1 , ..., X B }. Figures 1(a-b) show circumferential strain curves derived from US images using the PSAX view from a 71 year old male with LBBB and a biventricular (BiV) pacer. US images were acquired on the same day and show how mechanical contraction differs between the BiV pacer being turned off and on respectfully.
Results
A measure from maximum myocardial stretching to end of the plateau immediately before mechanical contraction onset (t onset ) and the first minimum nadir after mechanical contraction onset (t contract ) was manually measured, see Table 1 . Table 1 : Timing results. Figure 1(a) show that the myocardial segments do not synchronously contact when the BiV pacer off, and that with the BiV pacer on the mechanical contraction occurs more synchronously, see Figure 1 (b). The average time between t onset and t contract only differed by 4 ms, see Table 1. Furthermore, both t onset and t contract with the BiV pacer off had a higher variation than with the BiV pacer on, see Table 1 .
Discussion
In this paper a feature tracking algorithm for estimating circumferential strain on high frame rate ultrasound images is demonstrated. While sophisticated feature descriptors such as SURF, HOG or FREAK can be used, a high frame rate makes it possible to describe a feature adequately to detect them in adjacent frames using only basic descriptors. The weighted average algorithm and the Kalman model makes new feature descriptors easy to implement without changing other stages of the algorithm. When a BiV pacer is turned on, the cardiac contraction is more synchronous as compared to when it is turned off, see Table 1 . The average rapid contraction between t onset and t contract is almost identical though they were delayed in time with the BiV pacer off, which could be due to the detour of the electrical excitation through the right bundle causing a delay. This support the assumption that it is an electrical obstruction, and not a mechanical problem. Previous studies are inconsistent with respect to which view gives the best predictive value with responders to CRT [11, 13, 14] . It is important to remember that the three dimensional cardiac contraction map is not adequately described by a single view. The PSAX view suffer from high intra-and inter-operator variance due to the lack of good structures as do the AP4 chamber making it difficult to reproduce results. However, the AP4 and PSAX offer two different, but somehow interrelated, descriptors of complex mechanical movement of the heart. The presented algorithm can estimate circumferential strain using high frame rate ultrasound images.
